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1 Q16: Derive a crossfingering scheme in a simple six-hole
transverse flute for at least 2 altered notes.

We shall first look at the various aspects of flute acoustics, and then derive the cross fingering
mechanism.

1.1 Flute acoustics[1][2]
The flute considered here is a 6-holed western flute- a Baroque flute.
We can see here the flute is basically a tube open on both sides. The harmonics produced in
the flute depend on the "acoustic length" of the fundamental mode, which would be the effective
length of the flute with some end corrections. The effective length is taken to be the length of the
bore (the tube) from the blow hole to the first open hole. The expression for frequency of sound
produced for a given acoustic length is given by

f =
v

2L

where f is the frequency of harmonic, v is the velocity of sound, and L is the acoustic length of
the flute. We do not consider the changes in velocity of sound, which could be put up in dry air as

Vair ≈ 331.4 + 0.6TC

with TC being the temperature of air in degC.

1.2 Cross fingering
The method of producing altered frequencies by closing holes after the open hole is called Cross
fingering. We take here the example of a Baroque flute to depict cross fingering:

D4 X X X X X X
E4 X X X X X O
F#4 X X X X O O
G4 X X X O O O
A4 X X O O O O
B4 X O O O O O
C#5 O O O O O O
D5 O X X X X X

Where X represents a closed hole, and O represents an Open hole. But if we need to play the note
F4/5, on this flute, we do the

XXXXOX

Thus, cross fingering is used for producing intermediate notes.
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Figure 1: Acoustic modeling of a flute as cylinders[3]

1.3 End corrections
Flutists use the end corrections of the flute to do cross fingering. It is well known that the sound
"wave" extends beyond the open hole, so by closing the next consecutive hole, the standing wave
is further extended, thereby producing a flatter sound. We shall first derive a basic end correction
for the flute.
Let the flute be a cylindrical bore of diameter D, and total length L. Consider the figure 1. Here,
we have two end corrections- at the blowing end and at the radiating end.

1.3.1 The radiating end

The right radiating end k1 can be modeled to be a hemisphere of diameter equal to the bore
diameter of flute. If we were to equate the volume of this "bubble" to an equivalent cylinder of
same diameter as the flute, the length of such a cylinder would be

δ1 =
D

3

This gives the extra length to be accounted for in the radiating end.

1.3.2 The blowing end

Here, we will consider the partially closed hole to be blown. It has been shown by geometric
reconstruction that the end correction is given as

δ2L =
D2

b

D2
(0.94D + L)

where Db is the diameter of the blow hole, D the bore diameter, L the length of the flute. The
procedure has been summarized qualitatively in Figure 2.

1.4 End corrections to cross fingering[4]
From the previous section, we can see the end corrections depend on the diameter of the bore,
and larger flutes have larger corrections, and this forms a basis for cross fingering. The extension
of wavelength causes the frequency to drop, and this gives us the flexibility to attain certain
frequencies which could not otherwise be played. One other method is using register holes, which
are opened at some length to the first open hole. This node of pressure forces the standing wave
to be of any particular frequency, and helps attaining higher harmonics. Thus, cross fingering also
makes the hole act like a register hole, enabling the flutist engage in higher octaves. But then, the
word cross fingering is reserved mainly for producing the semitones.
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Figure 2: End correction of sound hole[3]
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Figure 3: Spectral analysis of F4 and F#4 note from flute

1.5 Cross fingering mechanism[5]
The expressions mentioned previously are a very high approximation, with acoustic impedance not
accounted for.

1.5.1 Mechanism: 1

We can produce the note F4 using cross fingering with the following schematic:

X −X −X −X −O −X

This gives us F4, F#4 was X−X−X−X−O−O. The wav files have been attached in the folder.
We can also see the higher frequencies are damped in the cross fingered note, from the frequency
spectrum 3.

1.5.2 Mechanism: 2

We can also produce the note G#4 with the scheme

X −X −O −X −X −X
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Figure 4: A4 and G#4 notes on the flute

while the scheme for G4 remains X −X −X − O − O − O. The wav files have been attached in
the folder. Again, we can see from the spectrum slight drop in higher harmonics for G#4 4.

2 Conclusion
Thus a standard method of Cross fingering has been explained in this work. The fingering method
used is a standard one used by many flutists around.
I would also like to mention an extensive work on flute acoustics is available at University of New
South wales, Music acoustics department online, which has also been referred in this work.
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